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Abstract—Modulation linearity of Si ring modulators (RMs)
is investigated through the numerical simulation based on the
coupled-mode theory and experimental verification. Numerical
values of the key parameters needed for the simulation are ex-
perimentally extracted. Simulation and measurement results agree
well. With these, the influence of input optical wavelength and
power on the Si RM linearity are characterized.

Index Terms—Microwave photonics, modulation linearity, Si
ring modulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

P ERFORMANCE of microwave photonics (MWP) systems
are often strongly influenced by the linearity of optical

modulators that convert microwave signals into the optical
domain. In particular, the spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR)
of the employed optical modulator is the key parameter
that determines the performances of such MWP systems
as radio-over-fiber (RoF) transmission links [1]–[3], MWP
frequency converters [4]–[6], optical beamforming [7], photonic
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) [8] and microwave pho-
tonic filters [9], [10]. In recent years, the possibility of achieving
MWP functions in a single integrated platform based on Si
Photonics is attracting a great amount of research interests [11]
and, consequently, the modulation linearity of Si modulators
has become an important research topic. In addition, realization
of various non-linear MWP or photonics signal-processing
devices based on Si such as frequency converters [4]–[6] and
optical comb generators [12], [13] requires precise knowledge
on linear and nonlinear characteristics of Si modulators. The
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modulation linearity of the Si Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM)
has been extensively characterized with Taylor series expansion
of the transfer function [14], [15] and can be improved with
various techniques such as push-pull electrical driving and
the differential detection scheme [16] as well as the use of
dual-parallel or dual-series MZMs [17].

However, there are only limited published reports on the
linearity characteristics of the Si ring modulator (RM), which
with the advantages of small footprint, high energy efficiency,
and large modulation bandwidth, is the key building block
for many high-performance Si photonic systems [18], [19]. In
[20], the transfer function of the Si RM is modeled with a
Lorentzian function and, with it, the source of nonlinearity is
investigated, but detailed linearity characteristics such as the
SFDR dependence on the input wavelength or optical power
is not provided. In [21], the Si RM is modeled with both the
coupled-mode theory (CMT) and the round-trip theory, and
the carrier-to-distortion ratio (CDR), SFDR of RM and fiber
data transmissions are determined. However, the accuracy of
the model is not verified with experimental results. In [22],
the Si RM is linearized with the DC Kerr effect in the p-i-n
phase shifter and the influence of the bias voltage and the input
optical wavelength on the performance is investigated. However,
with Taylor series expansion of the Si RM transfer function,
very complex analytic expressions are needed for determining
distorted signals, which may reduce its applicability to a wider
range of Si RM applications. In [23], the Si RM SFDR is im-
proved by reducing the Q factor and selecting the optimum input
wavelength, but the difference between analytic calculation and
measurement results is not fully explained. Furthermore, none
of the previous reports considered the influence of self-heating,
which greatly affects the Si RM performance [24], [25].

In this paper, we determine how Si RM linearity character-
istics change depending on input wavelength (λin) and power
(Pin). For this, numerical analyses based on the CMT are per-
formed, and the results are verified with experimental measure-
ment. These results allow one to select the optimal Si RM λin and
Pin for the desired target linear or nonlinear applications. This
paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the CMT model
for the Si RM is briefly reviewed, the process of extracting
model parameters from the measurement is explained, and our
method of numerical simulation of Si RM linearity is explained.
In Section III, the accuracy of the numerical simulation is
verified with the measurement results. Section IV concludes the
paper.
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Fig. 1. (a) Microphotograph of fabricated chip, (b) cross-section diagram and (c) measured broadband transmission spectrum of Si RM.

Fig. 2. (a) Measured transmission spectra of near λres, (b) extracted effective refractive index (nres) and (c) extracted τ l, τe.

II. SI RM LINEARITY ANALYSIS BASED ON CMT MODEL

Fig. 1(a) shows a micro-photograph of a fabricated depletion-
type Si RM used for our investigation, which is fabricated by
IHP’s Si Photonics technology. It has 8-μm ring radius, 290-nm
gap between ring and bus waveguides, both of which are 500-
nm wide rib waveguides having 220-nm rib and 100-nm slab
thickness as shown in Fig. 1(b). In the lateral PN junction, the
nominal peak carrier densities are 7 × 1017/cm3 for the p-region
and 3 × 1018/cm3 for the n-region. Fig. 1(c) shows the measured
transmission spectrum of Si RM around 1.55μm, which has the
FSR of 12.4 nm with group refractive index of 3.82.

Using the coupled-mode theory, the dynamic behavior of the
RM in the time domain can be described as [27]

d

dt
a(t) =

(
jωres − 1

τ

)
a(t)− j

√
2

τe
Ein(t), (1)

Eout(t) = Ein(t)− j

√
2

τe
a(t), (2)

where a(t) represents the energy amplitude inside the ring and
τ is its decay time constant. τ has two contributions, τ l and
τe, where τ l is the decay time constant due to round-trip loss
inside the ring waveguide and τe due to the coupling between
the ring and bus waveguides. Their relationship is given as 1/τ
= 1/ τ l + 1/τe. ωres, the resonance angular frequency, is given
as 2πmc/nresL, where m is an integer, c is the speed of light
in vacuum, L is the ring circumference, and nres is the ring
waveguide effective index at ωres. Ein and Eout represent the

input and output E-field of the RM, respectively. Using above
equations, the RM transient modulation characteristics can be
numerically determined when the RM is modulated with RF
signals, which results in changes of nres, τ l and τe. The numer-
ical values for these model parameters at different bias voltages
can be extracted by the steady-state transmission characteristics
derived from (1) and (2) given as
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to the measured transmission spectra at different bias voltages.
Fig. 2(a) shows the measured and fitted transmission spectra

at different bias voltages. The extracted parameter values that
provide the best fitting are shown in Fig. 2(b) for nres and in
Fig. 2(c) for τe, τ l. As can be seen, all these parameters show
nonlinear dependence on the bias voltage, which in turn affects
Si RM linearity. For the measurement results shown in Fig. 2(a)
as well as other measurement results provided in this paper,
the Si RM is placed on the probing stage whose temperature is
maintained at 25°C by a temperature controller.

In addition to these three CMT model parameters, the Si
RM electrical characteristics must be considered for accurate
analysis. Fig. 3(a) shows the electrical equivalent circuit for
the Si RM, which consists of parasitic components due to pads
and metal interconnect [26], series resistance (Rs) and voltage-
dependent junction capacitance (Cj) of the PN diode within the
Si RM. Their numerical values can be determined by fitting
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Fig. 3. (a) Block diagram for electrical equivalent circuit of RMs. (b) Magnitude and (c) phase of measured S11 for different reverse bias voltages. (d) Extracted
junction capacitance (Cj).

Fig. 4. Block diagram for characterization of RM for modulation linearity analysis.

the simulated reflection coefficients (S11) to the measurement
results. Fig. 3(b) and (c) respectively show the measured and
the fitted magnitude and phase frequency responses for Si RM
S11 at different bias voltages. For best fitting, the value of Rs

in the equivalent circuit is determined to be 240 Ω independent
of bias voltages. The dependence of extracted Cj values on the
bias voltage is shown in Fig. 3(d). This nonlinear capacitor can
also influence Si RM linearity.

Fig. 4 schematically shows how the Si RM linearity is numer-
ically analyzed in this investigation. When RF signals, Vin(t),
are applied to a Si RM, the voltage applied to the PN junc-
tion of Si RM, Vj(t), at a given time is first determined using
the nonlinear filter response of the electrical equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 3(a) with the extracted circuit parameter values.
For handling the nonlinear junction capacitor, a piecewise-linear
voltage-controlled capacitor available in Cadence Virtuoso 6.1.6
is used. Then, the time-domain response of Eout(t) is determined
by numerically solving (1) and (2) using the voltage-dependent

τe, τ l and nres values. From the magnitude of the Fourier-
transform of Eout(t), the optical spectrum of the Si RM can
be determined. An example for the resulting optical spectrum
is shown in Fig. 5(a) when the Si RM biased at −2 V is
modulated with 10-GHz, 2-Vpeak-to-peak (10-dBm) RF signals.
The spectrum shows several sidebands separated by multiples of
10-GHz (∼80 pm) from λin of 1543.9 nm. For this simulation,
λin is assumed to be 40 pm smaller than the Si RM resonance
wavelength (λres) at the bias voltage of −2 V as shown in the
inset of Fig. 5(a). The background level in Fig. 5(a) is due to the
numerical truncation error during Fourier transform of Eout(t).
Furthermore, by taking the Fourier-transform of |Eout(t)|2, the
RF spectrum of the photodetected Si RM output signals can be
obtained. Fig. 5(b) shows the resulting RF spectrum when the
Si RM biased at −2 V is modulated by two-tone RF signals of
9.9-GHz and 10.1-GHz, both of which have 10-dBm RF power.
For this, λin of 1543.9 nm is also assumed. In the figure, the
third-order intermodulation (IMD3) signals are clearly visible
that are separated by 200MHz from each of the fundamental
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Fig. 5. (a) Simulated optical spectrum when RM is modulated with one-tone, 10-GHz RF signal and (b) simulated electrical spectrum when RM is modulated
with two-tone, 9.9-GHz and 10.1-GHz RF signals. The RM is biased at −2 V, and the RF signal has 2-Vpeak-to-peak. λin for both cases is 1543.9 nm, and the
simulation is based on the extracted parameters in Fig. 2 and 3.

Fig. 6. (a) Measured transmission spectra of RM for 0.025-mW, 0.250-mW, 0.500-mW, 0.750-mW, and 1.000-mW of Pin and extracted δλres/δPin value. (b)
Measured transmission spectra of RM for 0.025-mW and 1.000-mW of Pin. (c) the optical spectra when the RM is modulated with 10-GHz, 2-Vpeak-to-peak RF
signal for the Point A in Fig. 6(b).

tone. These IMD3 signals are due to the Si RM nonlinearity. By
repeating this two-tone RF modulation analysis for different RF
modulation powers, the Si RM SFDR can be determined.

In the Si RM, Pin changes the transmission spectrum due
to self-heating [24]. Fig. 6(a) shows the normalized measured
transmission spectra for five different Pin values. As shown
in the figure, λres red-shifts linearly as Pin increases with
δλres/δPin of about 172 pm/mW, which corresponds to 2.91
x 10-4/mW of δnres/δPin. However, δnres/δPin has two compo-
nents, one due to self-heating and the other due to dispersion.
With the known value of -1.85 x 10-4 /mW for dispersion in Si
around 1.5 μm [28], δnres/δPin purely due to self-heating can
be determined to be 4.76 x 10-4 /mW. With the coefficients for
the Kerr effect and two-photon absorption at 1.55 μm in Si of
3∼6 x 10-18 m2/W [29], [30] and 0.7 cm/GW [31], respectively,
these two effects can be ignored with the range of Pin used in
this investigation.

Since self-heating only influences the static characteristics
of the Si RM and not the dynamic characteristics, the dynamic

Fig. 7. Measurement setup for verification of model.

analysis for the Si RM under self-heating at a given λin can
be performed by assuming λin is shifted to a certain amount
to the left and using model parameters at this low Pin without
self-heating [25]. For an example, when λin = 1544.045 nm and
Pin = 1 mW corresponding to Point A in Fig. 6(b), the linearity
analysis can be performed assuming Point A is shifted to Point
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Fig. 8. (a) Measured normalized transmission spectra of RM with 0.025 mW and 0.5 mW of Pin. Measured and simulated optical spectra where the RM is
modulated with 10-GHz, 2-Vpeak-to-peak RF signal for the point A, B and C in (a) are shown in (b), (c) and (d), respectively. Each graph shows the simulated and
measured ratio of carrier to sideband signals.

B in the transmission spectrum for low Pin without self-heating.
The exact amount of wavelength shifted needed (δλλ) is given
below [24], but basically two points (A and B) should have the
same amount of normalized transmission.

δλλ = δnres
L

m
|

1
τ

j(ω − ωres) +
1
τ

|2, (4)

where δnres presents the difference in the effective index at λres

for high and low Pin’s, and ω, ωres, τ are values for low Pin.
Fig. 6(c) shows the optical spectrum for Point A obtained with
this technique. The result is essentially the same as the optical
spectrum shown in Fig. 5(a) with the exception of the wavelength
values that are larger by the amount of 145 pm, determined
by (4).

III. SI RM LINEARITY MEASUREMENT

Fig. 7 shows the measurement setup used for Si RM modu-
lation linearity characterization. For the one-tone measurement,
10-GHz, 10-dBm RF signals are supplied to the device through

RF probes with the DC-bias voltage of−2 V provided through a
bias-T. The bias voltage of −2 V is used because with a smaller
bias voltage the PN junction in the RM can reach the forward
bias region resulting in clipping when RF modulated, and with
a larger bias voltage there is a danger of junction breakdown
for the RM when RF modulated. In addition, the Si RM SFDR
does not strongly depend on the bias voltage [22] as long as the
PN junction in the RM does not reach the forward bias region
or breakdown when RF modulated. In the case of the two-tone
test, two RF signals having 9.9-GHz and 10.1-GHz both having
10-dBm are combined with a power combiner and supplied to
the device. For optical I/O, grating couplers are used. An optical
spectrum analyzer is used for measuring optical spectra, and a
photodetector, an RF amplifier, and an RF spectrum analyzer are
used for measuring RF spectra.

Fig. 8(a) shows how the measured and the simulated optical
carrier power changes when λin changes. For this, the Si RM
is modulated with 10-GHz, 10-dBm RF signals and two dif-
ferent Pin values of 0.025 mW and 0.5 mW are used. These
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results are essentially the same as the transmission spectra for
the corresponding Pin shown in Fig. 6(a). Fig. 8(b), (c) and
(d) show the measured and simulated optical spectra for the
conditions represented by Point A (λin = 1543.895 nm, Pin =
0.025 mW), B (λin = 1543.98 nm, Pin = 0.025 mW) and C (λin

= 1543.98 nm, Pin = 0.5 mW) in Fig. 8(a), respectively. For all
of these cases, the measured ratios of the sideband peak powers
to the carrier powers agree well with the simulated values as
shown in the figures, indicating the accuracy of our simulation
regardless of λin and Pin.

When λin is smaller than λres, which is the case for Point
A, the lower sidebands have smaller peak values than the upper
sidebands as can be seen in Fig. 8(b) and (d). This is because the
magnitude of the transmission spectrum slope for λin lower than
λres is smaller than that for λin higher than λres as graphically
shown in the insets of Fig. 8(a). In contrast, at Point B, the
opposite is the case as can be seen in Fig. 8(c).

Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the measured and the simulated peak
powers for the optical carrier and other sidebands when λin

changes for Pin of 0.025 mW and Pin is 0.5 mW. Clearly,
when using the Si RM as a linear modulator, a great care is
required in selecting λin and Pin so that the desired peak values,
for example for the 1st sidebands, can be enlarged as much as
possible and undesired peak values such as the 2nd sidebands
can be suppressed as much as possible.

For the RF spectrum measurement, a larger Pin is needed
so that a sufficient amount of the photocurrents is produced.
In addition, an RF amplifier is needed to make the PD output
detectable. The PD used in the measurement has a responsivity
of 0.63 A/W and the RF amplifier has 1-dB gain compression
power larger than 10-dBm. We carefully selected Pin and the
RF amplifier gain so that the PD and the RF amplifier by
themselves do not suffer from any nonlinear effect. Fig. 10(a)
shows the measured RF spectrum when the Si RM is modulated
with 9.9-GHz and 10.1-GHz, 1.25-Vpeak-to-peak (6-dBm) RF
signals with Pin of 0.5 mW and λin of 1544.09 nm which is
30 pm larger than λres. The measured ratio of the fundamental
to the IMD3 is 58.51 dB, which is close to the simulated value
of 57.36 dB.

For SFDR determination, the fundamental and the IMD3
signals are measured with increasing the RF power for two-tone
signals. The measured as well as the simulated results are shown
in Fig. 10(b). For this, the same values of Pin and λin as in
Fig. 10(a) are used. For the noise floor determination [32], the
relative intensity noise (RIN) of about −140 dB/Hz is used for
the tunable laser. The load impedances for the PD and the RF
amp are both 50 ohms, and bandwidth for the noise calculation
is assumed as 1 Hz. For link calculation needed for the shot
noise and relative intensity noise (RIN), the insertion loss of
the Si RM that depends on λin is considered as well as the
insertion loss due to the grating couplers. Tunable laser source
is controlled to have a 4.2-dBm output power to deliver 0.5 mW
of Pin for the RM, considering the insertion loss due to two
grating couplers, 14.4 dB. The insertion loss of RM at the same
values of Pin and λin as in Fig. 10(a) is 1.9 dB which leads
to −12.1 dBm input power for the photodetector, resulting in

Fig. 9. The measured and simulated peak optical power of each tone corre-
sponding to λin for (a) 0.025 mW of Pin and (b) 0.5 mW of Pin, where RM is
modulated with 10-GHz, 2-Vpeak-to-peak RF signal.

0.039 mA of photocurrent. At this point, the shot and RIN noise
are −182.11 dBm and −181.34 dBm, which is significantly
smaller than the thermal noise of −173.85 dBm. Then, the noise
floor is determined as −172.63 dBm, which results in SFDR
of 95.39 dB·Hz2/3. For the cases of λin nearer to the λres, the
insertion loss of RM becomes even larger so that the total noise is
dominated by the thermal noise [22], [33]. Fig. 10(c) shows the
measured and the simulated Si RM SFDR’s as function of λin at
three different Pin values. Since Pin has a negligible influence
on the noise floor, the SFDR become larger as Pin increases
simply because output signal power of Si RM increases, showing
asymmetric shift of SFDR curve for large value of Pin. Clearly,
a careful selection of λin and Pin is needed for a given Si RM so
that its SFDR can be maximized for linear applications. Once
again, the simulated results agree well with the measurement
results.
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Fig. 10. (a) Measured RF spectrum for 0.5 mW of Pin where RM is
modulated with 9.9-GHz, 10.1-GHz and 1.25-Vpeak-to-peak RF signals at
1544.09 nm of λin. (b) Measured power of fundamental and IMD3 signals,
SFDR value at 1544.09 nm. (c) Measured SFDR of RM with different Pin of
RM. 0.100-mW, 0.250-mW and 0.500-mW of Pin for red-, blue- and green-line,
respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

It is demonstrated that the Si RM linearity can be very accu-
rately modeled by numerically solving the CMT transient model
of the Si RM and performing necessary Fourier transforms if
the required model parameter values are carefully extracted.
When a Si RM is modulated with RF signals, our technique can
provide accurate results for optical spectra, RF spectra, as well
as SFDRs, as verified with the measurement results for various
values. With this technique, the optimal condition of the Si RM
λin and Pin can be determined for the desired linear or nonlinear
applications.
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